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Industry: Transport

Department: Marketing

Purpose: Technical solution and development

Result: Sales and market Penetration
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Taxi is always seen as a mode of local transport good for within city travel. Although 
there always are options to book intercity travel by taxi but to simply put its very 
rare and is quite an effort for people. This formed the base problem which Sunil 
Chaula (Founder and CEO, Wiwigo) faced himself one day when he wanted to travel 
inter-city but trains and flights were all booked and he did not want to face the 
commotion of traveling by a bus. He did book a Taxi ultimately but found out that 
for such an arrangement he was charged for return as well, conclusively he was 
paying twice the amount that he rightfully owed. Being the IIT graduate that he is 
this seemed to him like an opportunity, an unexplored market. He brainstormed and 
came up with the idea of Wiwigo. A service platform for people who wish to use taxi 
for traveling beyond city limits but don't wish to pay for departure as well as for 
return.

The Problem
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A taxi service that can coordinate between travelers of two cities and make 
arrangements to use the same taxi for different travelers thus also solving the 
problem for cab vendors of unpredictable return booking. It seemed like an easy 
enough idea but as easy it was to conceptualize on paper, Wiwigo was extremely 
difficult to execute. Sunil spent huge sums of Money and time to execute his plan 
but the solution evaded him. His efforts and research were all going in vain. He 
realized it was too difficult of a business model to execute without technological 
expertise. Sunil after meeting a lot of investors to back his project met Evan Luthra 
from EL group International. Evan was skeptical at first as he realized that 
developing a project like this will be task of celestial proportion from development 
point of view. However after a lot of in-depth market research and cost evaluations 
not only did Evan decided to develop the Wiwigo App but also to invest in the 
project.

The Problem



The challenge was development of a Taxi app that had the capacity of making life 
easy for people with regards to booking inter-city taxis but also to develop a strong 
back-end system that will require least effort from Wiwigo team to coordinate Taxi 
and routing arrangements.. Furthermore in business such as this there are always 
issues regarding professionalism from drivers, security f payments and booking 
confirmation etc. This is why our Sunil for Wiwigo intended to get an app developed 
that could take care of all such issues. The complications and payment related issues 
needed to be handled via a mobile app, and that is exactly how this project took 
shape.
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Market Size
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TAM
$9 Billion

SAM
$4 Billion

One way
Target Market

$0.5 Billion

Top Down
9 B USD with 12% CAGR growth
90% of market is unorganized

- India Brand Equity 
Foundation
Govt. Reference

Bottom Up (One way)

Revenue generated by States for Passenger Tax = 350M USD
- *Road Transport Year Book, 2012

Total revenue based on state tax = 350 * 10 = 3.5B USD

No of Trips / Day Market / Year
Average Booking Size $ 50
Class A City Pair 20 500 X 2 $ 365M
Class B City Pair 50 100 X 2 $ 182M
Total Market $ 547M
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After a lot of effort from the development team the Wiwigo app was made live with 
full feature functionality using God's eye view, Cab tracking, Data integration and 
Artificial intelligence.
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The Wiwigo App

Automated Real Time
Re-Pricing

Dynamic Price Engine - FY17
- Increases Revenue by 25% & Profit by 30%

Buying Cost Optimization | Asset Utilization

Dec -16 : Sourcing Intelligence

Supply-Demand Curves | Sales Goals

Apr -17 : Market Intelligence

Competition | Substitute Landscape | 
Conversion Rate

Sep -17 : Competitive Intelligence

Onsite Behavior | Time Criticality

Dec -17 : Customer Intelligence

Customer:
• Loyalty Rewards
• Discount Coupons

Vendor:
• Asset Optimization
• Increased Revenue
• Food Discount Coupons

1. Call API

2. Pricing Request

3. Search Engine

5. Calculation Engine

6. Real Time Price
Adjustments

4. Pricing
Entities

Pricing Engine
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The final result was a wholesome App that can take care of almost entire business 
with least human involvement. The admin Panel of the app allows completely 
automated trip co-ordination system resulting in 75% of bookings being fulfilled by 
automated system.

As of Today

Private Beta
Mar 10, 2015

Incorporated
Apr 16, 2015

Public Launch
June 12, 2015

Market Exploration
200+ Routes
Feb 01, 2016

4Cr Funding
Jan 18, 2016

High Demand Routes
30+ Routes

Sept 01, 2016



12 Cities
30+ Routes

Unique Visitors: 73500 / month
Users: 27000
Transactions: 23000

Vendors: 1650
Cabs: 4000
Vendors Transacted: 550

75% of bookings are fulfilled 
through automated system

In just a few months of the app launch Wiwigo app started getting results for the 
business. The unique feature of paying just for the drop meant people were paying 
only half the amount as compared to other taxi rental companies.
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APP Features

Book inter-city taxi for immediate or future travel

Get accurate price quotes

Select taxi by car type, capacity, driver profile and rating

Get advantage of discounts

Pay through secure gateway within app

Have 24*7 support about bookings.

Book round trip, multi-city, day use and
holiday packages through Wiwigo.
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Online Taxi Booking made easy
People are using online taxi booking in droves but that is limited only to the 
confines of metros. Wiwigo introduces one way long distance or inter-city taxi 
booking on half price. So now forget the hassles of public transport and travel by 
Wiwigo

Benefits for users
• Avoid long queues for flight/trains/bus ticket booking
• Choose time of travel rather than adhere to schedule of others'
• Travel door to door and enjoy the convenience
• Save money and pay only for the drop

Results
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How Wiwigo offers lower cost than the market
Cab vendors charge return fare as well even for one way travel. Mostly because 
they cannot arrange for return booking. But this is where things change with 
Wiwigo. Through our scale and network in other cities, we are able to provide 
bookings for both sides. Hence we are able to offer one way journeys in almost 
half the price than other vendors do.

Payment convenience
With ground breaking technology, WiWigo provides excellent user experience with 
great browsing and search options. It has multiple payment options available 
including credit cards, debit cards and net-banking. Bookings get immediate 
confirmation and users enjoy seamless intercity travel experience.
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The results from such an application were expected to be good but the numbers 
that Wiwigo achieved were exceeding expectations to say the least.
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Financial success$
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-30% month on month
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Unit Economics

1700

Completed Trips / Month

65 L

GMV / Month

18 L

Monthly Expense

13 L

Burn

8%

Gross Margin

5 L

Monthly Gross Margin

4000

Average Ticket Size

440

Customer Acquisition Cost

5000

Completed Trips / Month

2 Cr

GMV / Month

26 L

Monthly Expense

0

Burn

13%

Gross Margin

26 L

Monthly Gross Margin

4000

Average Ticket Size

260

Customer Acquisition Cost

Present Break Even

Achievable By Jun 2017



Future Prospects
The team consisting of Sunil Chaula and Evan Luthra as think tank is now looking to 
explore adjoining ventures like co-promotions with Hotels at destinations, Shared 
rides to further reduce user costs, intercity logistics service and finding new 
markets in other countries.
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Co-Promotions

Hotels at Destinations
Food En-Route

Future Opportunities

2017 2019

Inter-city 
Logistics

2018

Thwart Competition | Increased Direct Customer Base | Technology Evolution

Next Round of Funding:  $3 -5M

Ride Sharing

2018



Evan Luthra

Evan Luthra has that rare and coveted ability to turn original ideas into businesses 
that are both innovative and profitable. At 22 years-old, he has an already impressive 
resume and career history. He started his journey as a serial entrepreneur as an 
adolescent and was bitten by the “digital bug” early and often.

This forward thinking, technology-minded entrepreneur embarked on his first digital 
endeavor at just twelve years-old by curating technology-related news, and he 
garnered a notable quarter of a million readers in doing so.

He then began developing mobile apps at the advent of mobile app popularity. 
Always on the cusp and leading edge of new trends and innovations, he has become 
a true innovator and recognized name in the world of Startups. He has started various 
technology companies and at one time, managed products used by millions of 
people.



Evan has extensive knowledge and experience in mobile apps and his company, EL 
Group International has developed and delivered mobile apps for major Fortune 500 
companies. Evan’s strategy follows a simple, but proven formula: conceptualize, 
innovate, execute.

Evan is an accredited Angel Investor and invests in a variety of products and 
businesses through his Startup Studio and otherwise. From being the first investor 
over snapchat , to an early investor in Eazeup.com (Fastest growing on-demand Tech 
company in 2016) to most recently in Wheelys (Top 15 company to watch out in 2017 
by INC).

He is a featured speaker at different universities and conferences around the globe; 
he speaks about Mobile Apps, Entrepreneurship and trending tech topics, to huge 
audiences and has spoken for Tedx, United Nations, Google, Nielsen and has done 
guest lectures at Delhi University, Washington State University, San Francisco State 
University and more.

With his keen insights and digital expertise, Evan is constantly thinking of new ideas 
that will innovate, simplify and make daily quality of life that much better.


